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The reflectancespectraof combinationsof olivine, orthopyroxene,and iron meteorite metal
showsystematicvariationsin spectralpropertieswhich can be used to constrainmany of the
physicaland chemicalpropertiesof the assemblages.
The presenceof metal most noticeably

affectsbandarea ratios,peak:peakand peak:minimumreflectanceratios,and bandwidths.
Theseparametersare alsoaffected to varyingdegreesby th• abundanceand grain size of the
metal and silicatesand the compositionof the sil•,cates.Band width and band areas are useful
for determiningmetal abundancein olivine+metal and orthopyroxene+metalassemblages,
respectively.Mafic silicategrain size variationsare bestdeterminedusingband depth criteria.
Band centers are most useful for determining mafic silicate composition.Analysis of the

reflectancespectrumof the S-classasteroid(8) Flora on the basisof thesespectralparameters indicates a surface composedof approximately 50 wt % metal, 40 wt % olivine

(Fa=35+10), 10 wt % orthopyroxene
(Fs=30•.]]), and perhapsa few weightpercentof clinopyroxene.A substantialamount of the surface seemsto consistof a fine-grained (<45 tam
size) component.Analysisof the reflectancespectrumof the A-classasteroid(446) Aeternitas
suggestsa surface assemblageof approximately35 wt % metal, 55 wt % olivine (Fa=20+_10),
7 wt % clinopyroxene(Fs <17%), and 3 wt % orthopyroxene(Fs <45). A substantial
fine-grained(<45 tamsize) surfacecomponentis alsoindicatedfor this asteroid.

INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing is one of the most effective means for
deriving information about the surface compositions of
terrestrial and extraterrestrial targets which are inaccessibleto
direct sampling. Consequently, it is imperative that the maximum amount of compositional information be derived from
such studies. Reflectance spectroscopyis one of the most effective tools in remote sensing,and in order to improve the
quality and quantity of information derivable from spectral
studies, the spectral reflectance properties of mafic
silicate-meteoritic

metal mixtures have been examined.

These particular assemblageswere chosenbecauseaccurate,
quantitative identification and analysisof these materials have
potentially important implications for theories concerning the
origin and evolution of the asteroid belt [Galley, 1984, 1986]
and perhaps the solar system [Bell, 1986; Galley, 1988]. The
S-classasteroidsare the most abundant group in the inner part
of the main asteroid belt [Gradie and Tedesco,1982]. Their
mineralogy, particularly the nature of the metallic phase, is
disputed. These objectshave been interpreted as being either
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differentiated objects with affinities to certain "primitive"
achondrites[Galley, 1984, 1986;Bell and Kell, 1987]or parent
bodies for the ordinary chondrites and hence undifferentiated
[Anders, 1978; Felerberg et al., 1982]. The competing
interpretations are almost exclusively based on differing
interpretations of the telescopic spectral data. Important
constraintscan be placed on early solar systemhistory depending on which interpretation ultimately provesto be correct.
The recent identification of probableolivine- and metal-rich
asteroidsalso hinges on correct interpretation of the telescopic
spectra[Bell et al., 1984a,b;Cruikshankand Hartmann, 1984].
If theseA-classasteroidsare differentiated objects,then they
are most likely the remnants of once larger planetesimals
whose outer layers have been stripped away by impacts to
reveal their core-mantle boundaries,and they are mineralogically similar to pallasitc meteorites[Buseck, 1977; Bell et aL,
1984b]. The necessary laboratory spectral studies were
undertaken in order to constrain the possible surface
mineralogiesof these important classesof asteroids.
The spectral reflectance properties of the individual end
member phases (oilvine, orthopyroxene, and metal) and
olivine-orthopyroxenemixtures have been extensivelystudied.
Olivine reflectance spectra in the 0.3-2.6 tam wavelength
region showa broad asymmetricabsorptionfeature near i tam,
which is composed of three overlapping absorption bands
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[Burns, 1970a; Roush,1984]. These bandsarise from electronic kamacite lies in the brittle-ductile transition region and may be
transitions
in
Fe 2*
cations
located
in
two
distinct
subject to brittle deformation during impacts [Zukas, 1969;
crystallographicsites. The band minimum progressivelyshifts Auten, 1973; Remo and Johnson, 1975]. Laboratory impact
toward longer wavelengthswith increasingiron content, and its studiesof meteoritic metal show the developmentof irregular
wavelength position can be used to determine iron content surfaces and the comminution of the metal even at room
[CloutIs, 1985; King and Ridley, 1987]. The only other temperatures[Auten, 1973; Marcus and Hackett, 1974; Matsul
resolvable,pervasiveabsorptionband is a weak feature situated and Schultz, 1984]. Comminutionof differentiated metal may
near 0.65 •zm whoseorigin is still unclear [Burns, 1970a; Moo also be facilitated by the presence of exsolved and included
and Bell, 1972; Burns et al., 1973; Runciman et al., 1973; phases such as schreibersite/rhabdite,troilite, graphite, and
Hazen et al., 1977; Roush, 1984], but it seemsto be useful for cohenite. These phasescould serve as areas of weaknessin the
further constrainingolivine composition[Klng and Ridley, metal and facilitate fracturing [Baldanza and Pialla, 1969;
1987]. A steep drop-off in reflectanceoccursat wavelengths Comerford, 1969; Doan and GoMstein, 1969].
shorter than 0.55 gm due to variouscharge transfer absorptions
but does not appear to be diagnostic of any particular
EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE
composition[Burns,1970a;Burnset al., 1972].
Natural and syntheticmaterialswere usedin this study. The
Low-calcium pyroxene, which will be referred to here as orthopyroxene(OPX), exhibitstwo main absorptionbandsin its
reflectance spectrumnear 1 •zm and 2 •zm (bands I and II, respectively). These features are due to crystal field transitions
in ferrous iron located in the M2 crystallographicsite [Clark,
1957; White and Keester, 1967; Burns, 1970b; Burns et al.,

1972;Roush,1984].As with olivine,the wavelengthpositionsof
these bands shift to longer wavelengthswith increasingiron
content [Adams and McCord, 1972; Adams, 1974; Cloutis,
1985; Cloutis eta/., 1986a,b].The presenceof the band at 2
gm is useful for easilydistinguishingpyroxenefrom olivine.
A number of meteoritic metals and nickel-iron alloys have
been spectrally characterized. In almost all cases the various
Ni-Fe alloys show a featurelessspectrum between 0.3 and 2.7
gm with a gradual rise in reflectance toward longer

olivine (OLV003) wasseparatedfrom large pale greengrains
from San Carlos, Arizona. The pyroxenes(PYX032, PYXl17)
are from Ekersund, Norway, and an unspecifiedlocality in
India, respectively. Powders were obtained from a single,
partial crystal in both cases.The metal (MET101) was ground
from a fresh, interior sample of the Odessa, Texas, coarse
octahedrite[Buchwald,1975].
Chemical analysesof the samples were acquired at the
University of Calgary SEMQ microprobefacility and represent
an average of six or more point analysesor area scans(Table

1). The ferrousiron valuesof the silicateswere obtainedby
wet chemistry, and ferric iron was calculated from
difference

the

between total and ferrous iron. For the meteoritic

metal, only the kamacite phase, which forms the bulk of the
sample[Buchwald,1975],wasanalyzed.
Mafic silicate powders were obtained by crushing in an
particle size or surface roughnessof the metal and, to a lesser
alumina
mortar and pestle. Impurities were removed by a
extent, on its chemistry [Watson, 1938; Yolken and Kruger,
1965; Blodgett and Splcer, 1967; Gorban et al., 1973; Johnson combination of magnetic separationand hand picking. The
cleaned samples were repeatedly wet sieved with acetone to
and Fanale, 1973; Gorban and Stashchuk,1974; Gaffey, 1976;
ensure well-constrainedsize fractions. The 0-45 and 45-90 gm
Dollfus et al., 1980; Feierberg et al., 1982; McFadden, 1983;
size ranges were used in the various mixtures. The metal
Wagner et al., 1987; Brttt and Pieters, 1988; Cloutls et al.,
powder
was produced by grinding a portion of an
1990].
alteration-free
piece of the iron meteorite on an emery
The evidence for comminuted materials on the surfaces of

wavelengths(red slope). The spectralslopeis dependenton the

metal-rich asteroidsis compelling.Meteoriteswhich presumably residedfor a period of time at the surfacesof their parent
bodies (solar gas-rich breccias) show comminuted textures TABLE 1. Chemical Compositionof the Minerals Used in This
Study
[Wllkening, 1983; Williams et al., 1984, 1986; Bell and Keil,
1987; Brltt and Pieters, 1987]. The availablephotopolarimetric
data

for

most

S-class

asteroids

are

best

modelled

OLV003

as a

particulate surface layer [geverka, 1971; Zellner et al., 1977;
Barucci et al., 1984] probably composed largely of
~100-gm-sized grains [Dollfus and Zellner, 1979]. Thermal
radiometric modelsof the larger asteroidstend to support the
polarimetric results for a comminuted surface [Morrison and
Lebofsky, 1979], and metal-rich surfaceson S-classasteroids
[Galley, 1989]. Radar albedosof main belt S-classasteroids,
assuming a certain metallic component, seem to indicate
particulate regoliths with approximately lunar porosities[Ostro
et al., 1985]. Computationalmodelsof asteroidevolutionfavor
the developmentof a substantialsurfaceregolith on all but the
smallest asteroids [Comerford, 1967; Ctntala et al., 1979;
Housen et al., 1979a,b;Housenand Wtlkentng, 1982; King et
al., 1984]. The reflectance spectra of three A-class asteroids
are best simulated by fine-grained olivine scattered on a
toughenedmetal substrate.Large olivine grains, such as those
found in pallasires,do not match the spectraldata and must be
extensivelyfragmentedto providethe necessarymatch [Bell et
al., 1984a].
At the temperatures present in the main asteroid belt,

PYX032

PYX117

Element

MET101

SiO2

40.64

50.21

53.54

Si

N .D.

FeO

9.25

23.65

16.17

Fe

93.39

Fe•O3

0.59

5.11

1.02

....

MgO

49.13

17.57

27.53

Mg

0.00

0.07
<0.01

1.59
1.24

0.35
1.54

Ca
A1

N.D.
0.03

CaO
AI•O•
NiO

0.33

0.01

0.05

Ni

6.07

TiO•

0.00

0.19

0.03

Ti

0.00

MnO

0.09

0.53

0.44

Mn

0.00

Cr,O3
Na,O

0.01
0.00

0.04
0.00

0.07
0.00

Cr
Na

0.18
0.00

ZnO
CoO
V,Os

0.00
0.04
0.00

N.D.
0.06
<0.01

N.D.
0.01
0.00

Zn
Co
V

0.11
0.50
0.00

K,O
ZrO2

0.00
N.D.

N.D.
0.00

N.D.
0.00

K
Zr

Total

100.15

100.20

Values are in weight percent.

100.75

N.D.
N.D.

S
P
Cu
Pb

0.00
0.02
0.00
0.87

--

101.17
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grinder, magnetically separated from the grinding wheel
contaminants, and repeatedly wet sieved with acetone. A
portion of the metal powder was beaten in the mortar to
reduce the metal shavingsto a more equidimensionalhabit and
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reflectance spectrum on either side of an absorption band.
Band centers and band minima were calculated by fitting a
quadratic equation to ~10 data points on either side of a
visually determined minimum or center.

wet sieved with acetone to the various size fractions. The 45-90

nm portion of this material was used in the oilvine-metal
mixtures. Immediately upon completion of the sieving, the
sampleswere transferred to a dry nitrogen environment for
storage.They were briefly removed for incorporationinto the
mineral mixtures, and returned to the nitrogen environment. In
total, the metal powderswere exposedto normal atmosphere
for a maximum of 5 days. The various mineral mixtures were
made on a weight percent basiswith an accuracyof _+0.1%.
The olivine-metal (OLV003-MET101), and one of the pyroxene-metal mixtures (PYXl17-MET101) were made at 25 wt %
intervals, and the other pyroxene-metal mixture (PYX032MET101) at 50 wt % intervals. In addition, a 30:40:30 mixture
of OLV003:PYXll7:MET101, and its metal-free equivalent
(OLV003:PYXl17=43:57) were alsoprepared.
The reflectance spectra were acquired at the NASA RELAB
spectrometerfacility at Brown University, and at the U.S.
GeologicalSurvey spectrometerfacility in Denver, Colorado.
Details of the respective instruments are given by Pleters
[1983] and ICing and Ridley [1987]. The samplesmeasuredat
the RELAB facility (OLV003-MET101 series,OLV003:PYXll7,

OLV003:PYXll7:MET101,and the variousend-members)were

acquired
at an incidence
angleof 0øandan emission
angleof

RESULTS

The various spectra have been divided up into three groupsOLV + MET and end-members, PYX + MET and end-members,
and

OLV+PYX+MET

and

OLV+PYX

and

end-members.

Each group possesses
distinct spectral properties which can be
used to identify the particular minerals present in the
assemblagesand to constrain some of their physical and
chemical properties.
Oilvine-Metal

Mlxtures

Very little spectral data exist for olivine-metal mixtures.
Galley [1976] in his comprehensiveexamination of meteorite
spectra did not include pallasires (olivine-metal meteorites)
becauseof the difficulties in sample preparation. Bell et al.
[1984a] measured the reflectance spectra of olivine grains
scattered on a roughenedmetal backgroundand concludedthat
fine-grained olivine+metal substrateprovides the best match
to the telescopicdata for A-class asteroids,although the overall
red slope due to the metal could not be accuratelyreproduced.
Gaffey [1986] cites an unpublishedstudy of very fine grained
iron (3 /•m) mixed with two sizes of olivine (<45 /•m and
125-250/•m). The very fine grained iron imparted a red slope

15ø. The PYX-MET mixturesand end-memberswere measured to the spectra.
Intimate
mixtures
of
olivine
and
metal
involve
the
at the U.S. Geological Survey facility using an integrating
sphere
arrangement.
All thespectra
weremeasured
relative
to interaction of a mineral with a broad absorption band near 1
halon, a near-perfect diffuse reflector in the wavelength /•m and a relatively flat reflectance slope beyond1.8/•m (oliregion of interest (0.3-2.7 /•m [Weldher and Hsla, 1981]), vine), with a material having a featureless,red slope of low
corrected for minor (-2%) irregularities in haloh's absolute overall reflectance (metal). The various olivine-metal mixtures
reflectance in the 2-/•m region, as well as for dark current using the 45-90 /•m sized olivine and the 45-90 nm sized
offsets. The reflectance spectra were processedand analyzed beaten metal are shown in Figure 1. These mixtures are all
using the Gaffey Spectral ProcessingSystem, a PC-compatible characterizedby a variablestrength absorptionband near 1
version of SPECPR [Clark, 1980]. Continuum removal was (band I) and no band near 2 gm (band II). This is used as an
performed by dividing out a straight-line tangent to the
initial criterion for determining whether an oilvine-rich

OLV/MET

0.80

c:: 0.60

'*" 0.40

0.20

c

0.00

0.30

0.60

0.90

1.20

1.50

1.80

2.1 0

2.40

WavelengthIn Microns
Fig. 1. Absolutereflectancespectra(0.3-2.6 t•m) of the 45-90/•m sizedolivine+meteoriticmetal mixtures.
The numbersgivenfor eachspectrumindicatethe olivineand metal weightpercentages,
respectively(e.g., 75
wt % olivine plus 25 wt % metal is indicatedas 75/25). SpectrumA=100/0, spectrumB=75/25, spectrum
C=50/50, spectrum D=25/75, spectrumE=0/100.
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assemblage is present and amenable to the spectral
aleconvolutionproceduresdevelopedfor OLV-MET mixtures.
A large number of olivine spectra are available in the
literature, and many of these were included in the search for
spectral systematics[Adams, 1975; Hunt and Evarts, 1981;
Miyamoto etal., 1981; Singer, 1981; Miyamoto etal., 1983;
CloutIs, 1985; King and Ridley, 1987; Pieters and Mustard,
1988]. Progressivelyincreasingamountsof metal added to olivine alter the mario silicate spectrum in systematicways. In
naturally occurringolivines, the reflectance from 1.8 to 2.5 gm
is essentiallyconstant, with the exception of some iron-rich
members[Cloutis, 1989]. Metal is substantiallyredder in this
wavelengthregion, even for the most finely powderedsample
(0-45 /•m). A red slope seems to be characteristicof all
nickel-iron alloyswith a grain size or surface roughnessgreater
than the wavelengthof light [e.g., Gaffey, 1986; Miyarnoto,
1987; Britt and Pieters, 1988]. OL¾-MET spectra fall

OLVlM•T

,100/0

•

ratio

can

be

used

to

determine

the

•.•

/50

metal

abundance.A fourfold increasein metal grain size would alter
the estimate of metal abundanceby only 10%. Unfortunately,
this calibration is valid only for pyroxene-free samples,as the
addition of even a few percent pyroxene dramatically reduces
this reflectance

5/25

• •.2

somewhere between these two extremes and the 2.5/1.8 ttm
reflectance

MIXTURES

25175
100

200

30o

40o

MEANGIVdNSIZE(ira1)

ratio.

A more widely applicable calibration involves the width of
band I. Increasingamountsof metal impart a red slope to the
olivine, this effect being more pronounced at shorter
wavelengt.
hs. The width of band I is measured by the
intersectionof a horizontal straight line continuum tangent to
the local reflectance maximum between 4).5 and 0.7 Arm with
the long-wavelengthside of band I. The intersectionpoint of
this tangent for all olivines, regardlessof particle size and
chemistry, falls between 1.45 and 1.62 Arm. The addition of
even 25 wt % metal shifts the intersectionpoint to a value well

Fig. 2.
Wavelength positions of the intersection of a
horizontal continuum tangent to the local reflectance maximum
near 0.5-0.7 /•m with the long-wavelengthwing of the major

absorptionband (band I) as a functionof mean grain size. See
text for a more complete explanationof the tangent. Squares
indicate the data for the olivine+metal spectra of Figure 1.
The olivine/metal abundancesare indicated in the same way as
for Figure 1.

below the olivine field (Figure 2). Extrapolatingfrom pure
metal spectra[Cloutlset al., 1990],a fourfold increasein metal
grain size would result in overestimatingmetal abundanceby
--10%.At this point no acceptablespectralcriterion has been
found for determiningthe gr.ain size of the metal, exceptfor
the 2.5/1.8 ttm reflectance ratio. The intersection point

OLV/MET

criterion
is muchlesssensitive
to smallamounts
of pyroxene
than the 2.5/1.8 txm ratio.

The depth of the major ferrous iron olivine absorptionband
(band I) measuredas the reflectance ratio at 1.8 ttm divided
.

by the reflectance at the band minimum increases as olivine
grain size increases.Reflectance ratios are parLicularlyuseful
parametersbecausethey are dimensionless
and are independent
of absolute reflectance, which is unavailable in many cases.
The 1.8 ttm/band I minimum reflectance ratio increases with

increasinggrain size to a maximum of ~10, at which point the
absorption band becomes saturated. This ratio is severely
depressedby the addition of metal and appearsto be relatively
independent of metal grain size (Figure 3). Since the
abundance of metal has been determined

from the intersection

point criterion, correcting for metal abundancewill yield the
olivine grain size. A series of contours can be constructed on
Figure 3 connectingpoints of equal metal abundance.These
contoursare not shownbecausethe necessarysampleshave not
yet been characterized. The reflectance ratio for an unknown
spectrum plotted in Figure 3 for a given metal content will
yield the olivine grain size.
The final factor which can be determined is the ferrous iron

• ß .I.75125
-OIIOO

0

i

I

I

100

20o

3oo

i

400

MEANGRAINSIZE(pro)

Fig. 3.
Ratio of the absolute reflectance at 1.8 ttm to the
reflectanceof the band I minimum near 1 •.m, as a function
of mean grain size. The points surroundedby the dashed line
are some iron-rich olivines which fall off the general trend.

Symbolsare the same as in Figure 2. The isolated square
labelled 0/100 is the 1.8/1.0 txm reflectance ratio of a larger
grain size metal. The addition of metal reduces this reflectance
ratio, while increasing olivine grain size correlates with an

content of the olivine. In pure olivines,the wavelengthposition increase in the reflectance ratio. Olivine/metal
of the band minimum and band center shifts to longer indicatedin the sameway as for Figure 1.

abundances are
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wavelengthswith increasingiron content from ~1.05 to 1.09 •m

containing metal and nearly pure iron-free enstatite, were also
examined. These meteorites show almost no Fez+ absorption
the band minimum towards shorter wavelengths. In the bands[Galley, 1976;Mlyarnoto,1987]becausethe pyroxeneis
mixtures studied, 50 wt % metal shifts the band minimum and almostpure MgSiO•[Keil, 1968;Wattersand Prlnz, 1979].As a
band center downward by 21 and 6 rim, respectively. result, they will not be consideredhere. Felerberg et ol. [1982]
Extrapolatingfrom the spectraof varioussizedmetal powders, measuredpartial reflectance spectra (0.85-2.5 •zm) of a series
a fourfold increase in metal grain size would accelerate the of pyroxene-metal mixtures and mathematical constructs of
shift in band center by only 1-2 rim. The iron content of the areal mixtures. The usefulnessof the data is hampered by the
olivine can be determinedby addinga value to the band mini- lack of chemicaldata for the pyroxene(probablya pigeonire)
mum or band center equivalent to the amount of metal and the lack of ultraviolet and visiblewavelengthdata.
Orthopyroxene-metalmixture spectra are characterizedby
present, since a straight-line continuumis not a completely
the presenceof two major absorptionbands in the 0.9-1.0 •m
satisfactory correction for the metal. Failure to correct fully
(band I) and 1.75-2.1 •m (band II) regions,both due to Fe
for this discrepancy will provide only the minimum iron
content of the olivine.
crystal field transitionsin the pyroxene. A large number of
available pyroxene spectra were assembledfrom the literature
in addition to those measured in this study to search for
Pyroxene-Met01 Mixtures
spectral systematics[Adams, 1968; Hunt and Salisbury, 1970;
Pyroxene- and metal-rich meteorites include 1odranites,
Nash and Conel, 1974; Adams, 1974; Pleters, 1974; Adams,
mesosiderites,siderophyres, and winonaires [Mason, 1962;
1975; Adams et 01., 1979; Singer, 1981; McFadden et 01., 1982;
Powell, 1969, 1971; Mason and Jarosewich,1973; Prlnz et al.,
bliyarnoto et 01., 1983; Cloutis, 1985; Mustard et 01., 1986].
1980; King et al., 1981; Morl et 01., 1984]. To date there has
Unfortunately, orthopyroxenes show wide, and as yet
been very little success
in identifying possibleparent bodiesfor
unexplained, variations in many spectral parameterssuch as
thesemeteoriteson the basisof telescopicspectralstudies.The
reflectance ratios. This severely hampers the constructionof
pyroxene-metal spectral data may help to overcome this
high-quality deconvolutiontechniquesfor PYX-MET spectra.
difficulty and perhaps provide additional information on
The calibrationsfound for these assemblages
are not as comunsampledasteroid types.
prehensiveas thoseavailablefor OLV-MET spectra.
The available spectraldata for pyroxene-metal (PYX-MET)
The addition of meteoritic metal (with its red, featureless
mixtures is of variable quality. Galley [1976] examined the
spectrum)to orthopyroxenechangesa number of properties:
reflectance spectrum of one mesosiderite (Veramin) which
overall reflectance is reduced; band II is reduced in intensity;
showedtwo weak absorptionbandsat the approximatepositions
the reflectance maxima near 0.7 /zm and 1.4 tzm (interband
expected for pyroxene. A number of enstatite chondrites,

(Figure 4). The presenceof metal causes
an apparentshift of

maximum)are both suppressed
relativeto longerwavelengths;
and the band minima shift to shorterwavelengths(Figure 5).

These effects are also seen in other PYX-MET
OLV/MET

The addition of metal causes a reduction of the band area ratio

1.10

(Figure 6). A 75:25 PYX:MET mixture has an area ratio of
0.78 versus1.00 for the pure pyroxene.At 50 wt % metal, for
which two different pyroxeneswere used, the area ratios are
essentiallyidentical. Band area ratio was found to be the most
useful parameter for establishingmetal content. Although
ternary mixtures of pyroxene-metal-plagioclase were not
examinedin this study, the additionof even large amountsof
plagioclasefeldspar will not vary these results by more than a
few percent[Nash and Conel, 1974;Mustardet 01., 1986].
Highly comminuted,metal-free pyroxene showsa low band
area ratio and may be confusedwith pyroxene-metal mixtures
using this criterion alone. However, the smallest pyroxene

1.08

c•
z

1.06

spectra

[Felerberget 01., 1982].All orthopyroxenes,
with the exception
of the smallestgrain sizes (<5 /zm) have a band area ratio
(bandII*/band I* [Cloutiset 01., 1986b])between0.8 and 1.17.

- ..110010

fractions

_a75/25
50150

show a decrease in the reflectance

absolute reflectance

,

ratio

of

the

interbandpeak (1.4/zm maximum) to the local maximumnear
0.7 /zm. For fine-grained pyroxenesthis ratio is <1.2 versus
>1.2 for the PYX-MET spectra.This was found to be the sole
criterion for separatingthese two types of assemblages
when

I

I

I

I

20

40

60

80

MOLE

PERCENT

,

FAYALITE

Fig. 4.
Wavelength position of the band I centers, after
division of a straight-line continuum, as a function of olivine
iron content. Symbols are the same as in Figure 2.
Olivine/metal abundancesare indicated in the same way as in
Figure 1.

is unknown.

Increasingmetal content results in an increasinglyred slope
being imparted to the PYX-MET spectra.This is a potentially
useful criterion except for the fact that pyroxene reflectance
ratios are highly variable. Increasingmetal content causesthe
intersectionof a horizontal continuum tangent to the 1.4
interband peak with the long-wavelengthwing of band II to
shift to shorter wavelengths.The addition of metal also tends
to reduce most reflectance

ratios. The ratio of the band II

minimum reflectance to the local 0.7 um peak reflectance
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PYXIMET
0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

O.!

0.5

t .0

1.5

WAVELENGTH

8.0

8.5

(,um)

Fig. 5. Absolutereflectancespectraof the 45-90 •zm sizedorthopyroxene+meteoriticmetal mixtures. The
numbersgivenfor eachspectrumindicateorthopyroxene
(PYX117) and metalweightpercentages,
respectively
(e.g., 75 wt % orthopyroxeneplus 25 wt % metal is indicated as 75/25). Spectrum A=100/0, spectrum
B= 75/25, spectrumC= 50/50, spectrumD=25/75, spectrumE=0/100.

Figure 7 will yield the metal grain size for the previouslyde-

ranges from 1.1 to 3.3 in pure pyroxenes.The addition of 50
wt % metal reduces the initial ratios in two chemically and
spectrally distinct pyroxenes from 3.15 and 1.89 to 0.94 and
0.76, respectively,a substantialdecreasein variability (Figure
7). The grain size of the metal can be roughly constrained
using this ratio, in conjunction with the band area ratio for
metal abundance. Extrapolating from pure metal spectra,
contourscan be constructedon Figure 7 joining points of equal
metal content. Plotting the reflectance ratio in the field of

termined

metal

content.

These

construction

lines have

been

omitted becauseof the lack of data for larger grain size pyroxene- metal mixtures.

The variability in pyroxene spectra is most problematic for
particle size determinations, since reflectance ratios are
traditionally the most effective meansfor determining this parameter, assuming absolute reflectance is unknown. Olivine
grain size is best determined by the depth or intensity of the
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Fig. 6. Band area ratio as a function of metal abundancefor pyroxene-metalmixtures. The range in band
area ratio of pure pyroxenesis indicatedby the vertical line at 0 wt % metal. The dashedextensionrepresents
very fine grainedpyroxenes,which can be distinguishedfrom pyroxene+metal mixturesby other means.
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Reflectance
ratioof the localpeaknear0.7/zm to the bandII minimumnear2 •zm,asa functionof
grainsizefor pyroxene+metal
spectra.
Circlesindicatepureorthopyroxenes.
Twodifferentpyroxene-metal
series
areindicated
bysolidandopensquares.
Thenumbers
indicate
pyroxene
andmetalweightpercentages,
respectively
(e.g., 75 wt % pyroxene
plus25 wt % metalis indicated
as75/25).
major 1 /zm absorptionband. A similar approachto pyroxenes,
measuringband depth as the ratio of the reflectance of the

interbandpeak (1.4 /zm maximum) to the reflectanceof the
band I minimum, showsa general increasewith increasinggrain
size, although there are a number of exceptions.In general, it
appearsthat a peak:minimum ratio of ~5.5 or less indicatesa

The wavelengthpositionsof the two major Fez+ absorptions
near 1 /zm and 2 /zm have been shown to shift to longer
wavelengthswith increasingiron content [Adams and McCord,
1972; Adams, 1974, 1975; CloutIs, 1985; CloutIs eta/., 1986a,b;

Ao,varnaeta/., 1987]. All availableorthopyroxenespectraldata
for which at least major element chemistriesare available were

smaller pyroxenegrain size (Figure 8). Correctionsfor metal

reevaluated.While the samplesize is small (15 samples), it

content can be made in a manner analogous to the olivines

appears that the substitution of aluminum for silicon in the
tetrahedral sites results in absorptionband minima shifting to

(Figure 3).
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Fig. 8. Reflectanceratio of the interbandpeak near 1.4 •m to the band I minimum near 1 •m, as a function of mean grain size. Symbolsare the same as in Figure 7.
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shorterwavelengths,oppositeto the trend found for increasing 1986a]. On the basisof this criterion alone, PYX-MET and
iron content. Both these trends are consistent with the
PYX-OLV assemblages
may be confused.The simplestmethod
different ionic radii of Mg:*, Fe:*, Si4', and AP*. The shift in
for distinguishingamong them is on the basisof the horizontal
the wavelength position of the band II minimum due to
changing iron content is greater than that for band I. When
the separationof the two bands is plotted against the band II
minimum position a very tight linear trend emergeswhich is
very useful for determiningiron content [Cloutis, 1985]. When
higher aluminum content orthopyroxenesare included,the iron

tangent intersection point. Pyroxene and pyroxene-metal
mixtures have their intersectionpoint at <~1.1 /zm, while in
PYX-OLV spectra it occursat >-1.1 •.m.
Olivine-Pyroxene-MetalMlxtures

A single olivine-pyroxene-metal(OLV:PYX:MET=30:40:30)
contentof thesesamplesis seriouslyunderestimated
usingthis
criterion. Basedon this admittedlysmall samplesize, it appears mixture and its metal-free counterpart (OLV:PYX=43:57)
were spectrallycharacterizedin order to examine briefly the
that for every 1 wt øk increasein AltOs, the ferrosilite (Fs)
general spectralpropertiesthat are present in these ternary
content is underestimated by-5 mol ok. The Fs contents of
four high-aluminumpyroxenes(>4 wt okAl:Oa) are shownin assemblages(Figure 11). The spectral properties of
Figure 9. This systematicvariation, if it provesto be real, may olivine-pyroxenemixtureshave been thoroughlyexaminedby
be of particular significancefor lunar remote sensing,since Singer [1981], Miyamoto et al. [1983], and CloutIs et al.
lunar pyroxenescommonlycontainsomealuminum[Adamsand [1986b].When metal is added, it acts to largely counteract
many of the effects of the olivine in terms of intersection
McCord, 1972; Paplke et al., 1976]. No consistentspectralparameter has been found to differentiate
between low- and
point and band minires wavelengthpositions.There is no one
high-aluminum pyroxenes.Using the wavelengthpositionsof spectral parameter which can be used to separate
mixtures from OLV-PYX
and PYX-MET
the band minima as indicatorsof pyroxenechemistryis the OLV-PYX-MET
assemblages.
most useful criterion, but it providesonly a lower limit on pyroxene ferrous iron content.
The spectral properties of the ternary OLV-PYX-MET
The presence of red-sloped metal causesboth absorption mixtures can be anticipated from the studies of the various
band miniresto shift to shorterwavelengthsbut to remainvery binarymixtures.The predictedeffects of the metal, narrowing
closeto the pure pyroxenetrend (Figure 10). Each 25 wt % of absorptionbandsand shifts of band minires and tangent
interceptsto shorterwavelengths,are offset to a large degree
increasein metal content shifts the apparent Fe content of the
by the addition of olivine. Other effects such as reduction of

pyroxenesdownward by ~8 %. Since metal content can be determined using other spectral parameters, its effect can be
compensatedfor to yield the minimum Fs content.

the band area ratio are enhancedby the addition of olivine.
These discrepanciesin systematicspectral variations can be

The declinein band area ratios (Figure 6) with increasing used to recognizethe presenceof olivine in a PYX-MET
metal content mimics a similar trend observedfor increasing assemblage.
The band area ratio can be usedto set a very efolivine content in olivine-pyroxene mixtures [Cloutls et al.,
fective upper limit on metal abundanceApplyingthe primary
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Fig. 9. Separation
of the bandI and bandII minima (in microns)as a functionof wavelengthpositionof
the band II minimumfor orthopyroxenes
showa linear trend. Both parametersincreasewith increasingiron
content.The line representsa linear leastsquaresfit to the data for a numberof orthopyroxenes
[Cloutls,
1985].The numbersalongthe line indicatethe iron content(mole percentferrosilite)of low aluminumorthopyroxenes.
The datafor somehighaluminumcontentorthopyroxenes
(>4% AI:O•) are plottedas circlesalong
with their molar iron contents.The presenceof aluminumseemsto shift the absorptionbandstowardshorter
wavelengthsand lower apparent iron content.
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Fig. 10. Sameas Figure 9 with the two orthopyroxene-metal
seriesplotted. Orthopyroxeneand metal abundancesof the mixturesare indicatedin the sameway as in Figure 7.

PYX-MET calibration(Figure 6) to the ternaryassemblage
in-

precision than the band area ratio calibration. They are,

dicates a metal abundanceof -60% (i.e., PYX:MET= 40:60).
If the mixture contained only pyroxene and metal, it should
have a tangent intercept at 1.015+.015 •.m. It actually occurs
at 1.10 •zm which is at the extreme high end of the pyroxene
range, due to the broadeninginfluence of the olivine band I.
The 40:60 PYX:MET spectrum should have a band minimum at
0.8965:.007•zm, but again due to olivine, it occursat 0.917 •zm.
These latter two calibrations for pyroxene are not shown
because they do not form part of the pyroxene+metal
calibrations.They show only general trends which are of lower

however,very useful for reliablyestablishing
the presencof
olivine. Olivine also causesa noticeable slope break to appear
on the long wavelengthwing of band I at 1.10-1.15 •m, in addition to the shift in band minimum and tangent intercept.
Olivine-pyroxene mixtures have band area ratios ranging
from 0 to ~1.2, equal to the range for pyroxene-metal[Cloutis
et al., 1986b].Enough spectraldifferencesexist to distinguish
these two types of assemblages.The horizontal tangent
intercept in pyroxenesand PYX-MET spectra occursbetween
0.9 and 1.13 •zm and in olivines between 1.44 and 1.63 •m.
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Fig. 11. Absolutereflectance spectra of 45-90 /•m sized 30% olivine+40% pyroxene+30% metal mixture
(OPM), 43%oilvine+57%pyroxenemixture (OP), 100%olivine (OLV), 100%pyroxene(OPX), and 100%meteoritic metal (MET).
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Olivine-pyroxene spectra will have an intercept point between
these two extremes. In many cases, particularly for
approximately equal amounts of elivine and pyrexerie, the 0.7
txm: interband peak ratio is >1, and the horizontal tangent
intersection point missesband I completely, intersectingthe
long-wavelength wing of band II. This is seen in the
reflectance spectra of many H chondrites which have
approximately the same proportions of OLV:PYX:MET as the
ternary mixture [Chapmanand Salisbury, 1973; Gaffey, 1976].
This is probably due to the neutral nonred spectral nature of

Plagioclase-pyroxenespectra may mimic many of the features of the ternary mixture spectra. These binary mixtures are
largely outside the scopeof this study, but an initial examination of available plagioclase-pyroxene
spectra suggeststhat the
slope break on the long wavelength wing of band I is confined
to wavelengths>1.18 •m.
Clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene-metal spectra may also be
confused with those of olivine-orthopyroxene-metal. Enough
spectraldifferencesprobablyexist to distinguishthese ternary
assemblages. Comparing clinopyroxenes and elivines, the
the metal in ordinary chondrites[Guffey, 1986]. A 0.7 peak: former show reflectance maxima near 0.8 •m, a second
interband peak ratio of <4).8 seemseffectively to encompass absorptionband between 2.15 and 2.40 •m, and band minima
metal-rich ternary assemblagesand distinguishesthem from
at wavelengths below 1.06 tzm, compared with reflectance
maxima between 0.5 and 0.7 tzm, no band !I, and band I
metal-free or metal-poor binary OLV-PYX mixtures and
ordinary chondrites. The separation is most pronouncedwhen
minima at >1.05 tzm in elivines [Adams, 1968, 1974, 1975;
pyrexeries with a low initial 0.7 /zm peak:interband peak ratio
Gaffey, 1976; Miyatnoto et al., 1983; Cloutls, 1985; tllrol et
are involved. A low ratio is characteristicof many meteoritic al., 1985; CloutIs et al., 1986a].

pyrexeries[Guffey, 1976; McFaddenet al., 1982; Mlyamoto et
APPLICATION
TO ASTEROID SPECTRA
al., 19831.
One H chondrite(Tieschitz)hasa tangentintersectionpoint
The variousspectralparametersthat correlatewith the physon band I, but it lies at -1.22 tzm [Guffey, 1976]. The absence ical and chemical propertiesof mafic silicate+metal mixtures
of a band I intersection point or its presenceat >~1.1 /,•m is can be applied to the analysisof the reflectance spectra of
characteristic
of
metal-free
and/or
dark
and
neutral
asteroidssuspectedof possessing
mafic silicate+metal on their
opaque-bearingOLV-PYX assemblages
(E.A. Cloutis et al., surfaces. The likeliest candidates are the S- and A-class
manuscriptin preparation, 1990). Other characteristics
shown asteroids[Bell et al., 1984a,b;Cruli½shani½
and Hartmann, 1984;
by H chondriteswhich are inconsistentwith metal-rich spectra Guffey, 1984].A representative
memberof eachgroupwasseare an interband peak at the high end or outsidethe pyrexerie lected for interpretationon the basisof the spectralparameters
range, and a high 0.7 /xm peak:interbandpeak ratio. It can outlined in the previous section for characterizing mafic
perhapsbe argued that the carbon in ordinary chondritesmay silicate+ metal spectra.
effectively suppressthe red slopeof the metal. A 99.5:0.5 wt %
mixture of meteoritic metal: amorphouscarbon was spectrally S-ClassAsteroid (8) Flora
characterized to test this hypothesis. The mixture involved
Asteroid(8) Flora is a representativememberof the S-class
45-90 tzm meteoritic metal (Odessacoarse octahedrite) and asteroidgroup for which spectral[Chapmanand Guffey, 1979;
amorphouscarbon with a grain size of <0.023 /xm, thoroughly Felerberg et al., 1982; Guffey, 1984; Guffey et al., 1988;
mixed together. This amount of carbon is comparableto that Guffey, 1989],polarimetric[geverka,1971, 1973;Morrisonand
found in H chondrites[Moore and Lewis, 1967]. The albedo of Zellner, 1979],radar [Ostroet al., 1985],and photometricdata
this amorphouscarbon(<1%) is substantiallylower than other [Veederet al., 1978]are available.The reflectancespectrumof
lampblacks used in mineral mixtures [Clark, 1983]. The Flora shows a number of features which are characteristic of
normalized reflectance spectrum of the mixture matches the an olivine+pyroxene+metal assemblage(Figure 12). The averpure metal spectrum. The carbon suppresses the overall age reflectance spectrum has an interband peak wavelength
reflectance but preservesthe red slopeof the metal.
Metal grain size is probably also not a viable explanationfor
the flat overall spectralslope. Lower-grade enstatite chondrites
' ' I ' ' I ' ' I ' ' I ' ' I ' ' I ' ' I ' .
have a smaller mean grain size of metal than the higher
2.00
petrologic grades[Easton, 1983] btit show a redder slope than

the courser-grainedsamples[Salisbury et al., 1975; Guffey,
1976], even when the metal content is relatively constant
[Mason, 1966; Kell, 1968]. The amount of fine-grained metal
in chondrites can be extrapolated from the results of Dodd
[1976]. The probable abundanceof submicron-sizedmetal in
ordinary chondrites is <<1%. It appears that neither carbon
nor comminuted metal can alter the spectral signature of an
OLV-PYX-MET assemblageenough to produce an ordinary
chondrite-like spectrum. The only feasible mechanism is to
comminute a substantial portion of the metal to submicron
grain sizes.Such a process,if applied to the entire assemblage,
would also fragment the silicate grains to such a small size that
their absorptionbandswould probably be indistinguishable.The
spectral properties of pure metal from ordinary chondriteshave
not been determined. However, the reflectance spectra of
metal-rich ordinary chondrite separates do not show the red
slope characteristicof iron meteorite metal [Guffey, 1986].
Thus the laboratory mafic silicate+metal spectra do not provide a goodspectralmatch to ordinary chondrites.
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Fig. 12.

Normalized reflectancespectra (scaledto 1 at 0.56

#.m) of asteroid(8) Flora (points)and a computer-generated
additive assemblageof 30% 50/50 OLV/MET, 60% 25/75
OLV/MET, and 10% PYXl17 (line). The additive assemblage
represents an approximate analog to the derived surface
assemblageof Flora.
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position at the high end of the orthopyroxene field, an
inflection point on the long-wavelength wing of band I near
1.10 •m, and a band I tangent intersection point outside the

band I position, which is the primary method for determining
this parameter, was used to constrainthe OLV/PYX ratio.
An olivine+pyroxene+metal assemblagecorrespondingto
pyroxenefield (~1.12 •m), all of which are indicativeof oil- that derived for Flora was not spectrally characterized.
vine. The spectrumof Flora alsohas a high interbandpeak:Off However an additive mixture of 30% 50/50 OLV/MET, 60%
25/75 OLV/MET, and 10% orthopyroxene(PYX117) providesa
•.m peak ratio (1.22) and a band II intersectionpoint at <2.3
•zm, both of which are indicative of metal.
reasonablematch to the low wavelength spectrum of Flora
(Figure 12). Becauseareal and intimate mixtures are not
The band I minimum and center wavelength positions,as despectrally equivalent, the data are not directly comparablebut
termined by Gaffey [1984],are at 0.925/xm and 1.001/xm, respectively.Large metal grainscould accountfor this difference do provide a reasonableapproximationto an intimate mixture.
but the interband peak:0.7 /xm peak ratio and tangent Orthopyroxene is a more intense absorber than olivine. Thus
the 10 % orthopyroxenein the additive mixture is an upper
intersectionpoint are indicativeof a fine-grained metal (<90
tzm sized). The difference betweenthe wavelengthpositionof limit since 10% orthopyroxenein an intimate mixture would
the band I minimum and continuum-removed
center can be
show even more pronounced absorption features than the
explained by the presenceof partially overlappingolivine and additive mixture. The simulated spectrum effectively
orthopyroxene absorption bands of approximately equal reproducesthe broadnessof the absorptionfeature near 1
intensity. The band I minimum position(0.925 /•m) indicates and the reflectance drop-off at wavelengths shorter than 0.7
tzm. The simulated spectrum is consistentlybrighter than Flora
that an orthopyroxeneis slightly dominant [Cloutls et al.,
1986b]. Dividing out the red-sloped continuum results in the at wavelengthsgreater than 1.1/xm. This discrepancywould be
olivine absorption band appearing slightly more dominant reducedif a smaller grain size metal, which has a lessred slope
(1.001 tzm). Olivineand orthopyroxene
absorptionbandsare of at longer wavelengthsthan coarsermetal, were used[Cloutls et
approximately equal intensity at 80/20 OLV/PYX [CloutIs, a/., 1990]. A few weight percent of clinopyroxenewould also
1985; CloutIs et al., 1986b]. The wavelengthposition of the improve the fit at longer wavelengthsand in the ultraviolet
band center, separationbetween band I and band II, and band region.
A fine-grained mafic silicate+metal componenton Flora is
II*/band I* area ratio are all consistentwith this interpretation.
The intersection point of the horizontal continuum for the supported by the polarimetric data. The polarimetric parametersPminanda0for Flora[Veverka,
1971,1973;Zellneret al.,
Flora spectrumis at 1.12/xm but shouldoccur at >1.46 tzm if
1977; Morrlson and Zellner, 1979] lie in the field for
no metal is present. The calibrationsfor metal abundancesin
binary mixtures indicate that either 40 wt % metal is present fine-grained powders and outside the range for most ordinary
(if the assemblage
containsonly olivine+metal, Figure 2) or 85 chondrites[Zellner et al., 1977; Dollfus et al., 1979; Geake
wt
% metal (if
the assemblage contains only and Dollf us, 1986]. A synthesisof the availablelaboratorypolarimetric data suggeststhat the data for Flora are consistent
orthopyroxene+metal,Figure 6). Given the dominanceof olivine over pyroxene, a weighted average of 50% metal is with an assemblagecontaining a significant <45 txm sized
probable. The interband peak:band I minimum reflectance component. The observational radar data for Flora are also
ratio of 1.22 indicatesa substantialfine-grained (<45 /xm consistent with a mafic silicate+metal assemblageof typical
sized) mafic silicatecomponentusingboth the olivine (Figure lunar rego!ithporosities[Ostroet al., 1985].
On the basis of available observational data, the surface of
3) and pyroxene (Figure 8) spectral criteria. The absolute
reflectanceof Flora (22% at 0.56 txm [Gaffey et al., 1988]) is Flora seemsto be composedof -50 wt % metal, -40 wt % oliand
higher than that of the 50/50 OLV/MET laboratory spectrum vine (Fa=35+10), ~10 wt % orthopyroxene(Fs=30.':•ss),
perhaps
a
few
percent
clinopyroxene.
There
are
a
range
of
containing 45-90 /xm-sized materials. This is further evidence
for a significant fine-grained surface component on Flora, groinsizespresent,with a significantfine-grained(<45
even though the absolute reflectances of the laboratory and sized) component.The determinedaveragesurfaceassemblage
telescopicspectraare not directly comparable[Hapke, 1981]. is in good agreement with earlier interpretations[Gaffey,
1984].
The reflectance spectra of mixtures containing a range of
A 50/40/10 MET/OLV/PYX assemblagedoes not correspond
particle sizes appear most like spectra of samplescontaining
only fine- grained particles, both having high overall to any known meteorite. Pallasires are similar in terms of
metal:olivine ratios and olivine composition but lack
reflectance[CloutIs, 1985].
appreciableamountsof pyroxene[Buseck,1977].Lodranitesare
The wavelength position of band II is a useful indicator of
pyroxenechemistrybecauseit is unaffected by the presenceof differentiated meteorites composedpredominantly of metal,
olivine [Cloutls, 1985; Cloutls et al., 1986a]. After correcting olivine and pyroxene [Nagahara and Ozawa, 1986]. The
Antarctic lodranite described by Yanal and Koflma [1983]
the band minires positionsof Flora for 50%metal and 40%oilcontains an olivine:pyroxene ratio similar to that determined
vine, the mean orthopyroxenecompositionis determined to be
for Flora but is deficient in metal (13.6 wt %), due in part to
Fs 30. The uncertaintiesin the wavelengthposition of band II
terrestrial weathering. If the original metal content were ~50 wt
(1.9_+0.1txm) bracketa rangeof Fs contentsof 5-65 tool %. If
clinopyroxeneis also present on Flora, as seemslikely because %, it would be very similar to the derivedsurfacecomposition
of Flora.
of the lack of an appreciablered slope beyond 2.0 /xm, then
the Fs content of the orthopyroxenerepresentsa maximum
value. Orthopyroxene+clinopyroxene spectra usually show A-Class Asteroid (446) Aeternltas
complex band II absorptionfeatures with the band minimum
occuringbetween the two end member values [CloutIs, 1985].
If no clinopyroxeneis assumed,and also assumingthat the
surface assemblage
of Flora is an equilibrium mixture, the olivine must be a high-iron variety (Fa=35+10). The olivine
compositioncannot be independently determined becausethe

A-class asteroidshave been interpreted to be olivine-rich objects with various amounts of metal and perhaps minor
amounts of pyroxene [Bell et al., 1984a,b; Crulkshank and
Hartmann, 1984]. Unlike Flora, no polarimetric or radar data
are availablefor theseobjects.(446) Aeternitasis perhapsthe
best characterized member of this group [Chapman and
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Gaffey, 1979; Feeder eta/., 1983; Bell et al., 1984a,b,1988;
Gaffey et al., 1988; Gaffey, 1989].
The reflectancespectrumof Aeternitas(Figure 13) has features characteristic of oilvine+metal: a prominent absorption
band near 1 tzm; an inflection near 1.25 tzm; and a high
interband peak:0.7 /•m peak ratio (1.7). A small amount of
pyroxene is indicated by the flatness of the reflectance
spectrum in the 1.6-2.4/•m interval and the presenceof weak
absorptionbandsin this region which are not characteristicof
olivine [King and Rldley, 1987].
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pyroxeneor pigeonitccontaining45 tool % Fs and a clinopyroxene containing 17 tool % Fs. This is a roughly equilibrium
two-pyroxene assemblage[Robinson, 1980]. Orthopyroxene+
clinopyroxene spectra often show shifts in band II minima
wavelength positions due to overlaps of their respective
absorption bands. Therefore the calculated Fs contents of the
pyroxenesare upper limits.
The reflectance spectrumof Aeternitas bears little superficial
resemblanceto the 50/50 olivine/metal spectrum. The former
has a much more pronounced reflectance drop-off in the
ultraviolet, a much higher interband peak:0.7 /zm peak ratio
and a flatter slope in the 1.7-2.5 /zm region. None of these
factors serve as primary spectral deconvolutionparameters but
are nevertheless useful for determining whether reflectance
spectrarepresent metal plus a single mafic silicate.
The absolute reflectance spectrum of Aeternitas is brighter

eeeee,•
.

m 1.50

than any of the oilvine+metal laboratoryspectra (13-26% at
0.56 /•m, Figure 1). Gaffey et al. [1988] determined an

•

1.25

"•

1.00

absolute reflectance of 37% at 0.56 ttm, while Veeder et al.
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[1983] determined a geometricalbedo of 17%. Once again, it
should be noted that laboratory reflectance spectra are not directly comparableto telescopic'spectra [Hapke, 1981]. If the
mean grain size determination for Aeternitas is correct
(100-200 /am), then the absolute reflectance of Aeternitas
should be lower and not higher than the laboratory spectra,
since the albedo of olivine and metal decreaseswith increasing
grain size [Ktng and Ridley, 1987; Brltt and Pteters, 1988;
Cloutls eta/., 1990]. This discrepancymay not be as significant
as the laboratory data indicate becauseiron meteorite slabsand
powdersshowlarge variationsin absolutealbedo (7-29% at 0.56
Izm [Johnson and Fanale, 1973; Gaffey, 1976; Brltt and

Fig. 13. Normalized reflectancespectra (scaledto i at 0.70
•zm) of asteroid t,446) Aeternitas (points) and a
computer-generated additive assemblage of 60% 50/50
OLV/MET, 20% 75/25 OLV/MET, and 20% clinopyroxene Pieters, 1988;Clouttseta/., 1990]).
The meteoritic metal used in this study has a redder spectral
(line). The additive assemblagerepresentsan approximate
slope than metal spectra measuredby the other investigators
analog to the derived surface assemblageof Aeternitas.
cited above. The reflectance spectrum of Aeternitas, as
measured by the interband peak:0.7 /am peak, is even redder
than the pure metal spectrum. This strongly suggeststhat an
additional phase is present which has a high interband peak:0.7
The wavelength position of band I can be used to place
tzm peak ratio. The likeliest candidatesare orthopyroxeneand
constraints on pyroxene abundances.If orthopyroxene is the
clinopyroxenebecausethey can also account for the absorption
dominant form of pyroxene,the olivine:pyroxeneratio must be
features present in the 2/•m region.
>9:1, becausemore than 10% orthopyroxenewould shift the
Various additive mixtures of OLV/MET with orthopyroxene
band I minimum of Aeternitas (1.057 /zm) to much shorter
and clinopyroxene have been examined in an attempt to
wavelengthsand introduce a significant absorptionband near
1.9/am [Cloutts, 1985; Cloutls et al., 1986b]. If. clinopyroxene reproducethe spectrumof Aeternitas. A good overall match to
is the dominant form of pyroxene, its abundancecan be as the spectrum of Aeternitas was found for an additive mixture
of 60% 50/50 OLV/MET, 20% 75/25 OLV/MET, and 20% clihigh as ~30 wt % before significantspectralalteration is seen.
nopyroxene(En4•Fs•4Wo4•),all 45-90 /zm sized samples.The
The mafic silicate+metal spectral calibrations applied to
Aeternitas provide some discrepant interpretations. Assuming only region of mismatchis the 0.35-0.65 /zm region (Figure
13). Clinopyroxenein intimate association
with oilvine+metal
for the moment that the spectrumof Aeternitas indicatesonly
would probably shov•a greater reflectance decline in this region
olivine+metal, the tangentintersectionposition(Figure 2) indicates 40 wt % metal and 60 wt % olivine. The 1.8/am:l.0 tzm
than the mathematical construct becauseclinopyroxenenormally showsa steep reflectance decline at wavelengthsshorter
reflectanceratio (2.00) corresponds
to a grain size of 400-200
/am (Figure 3). The band I minimum wavelengthpositionis than •.65 /•m which cannot be accurately reproducedby the
additive mixtures. The absolute reflectance of the construct
fairly insensitive to small amounts of pyroxene and, after
(14% at 0.56 /•m) is less than Aeternitas. However, the
correcting for 40% metal and 10% orthopyroxene, is
absolutereflectance of olivine and clinopyroxenecan be up to
1.064+0.003 /•m. This corresponds
to an olivine compositionof
Fa = 20+10.
a factor of 2 higher for 0-45 /zm sized samplesversus 45-90
Two weak absorptionbandsseem to be present at 1.96 tzm /zm sized samples[Cloutls, 1985], while metal showsa 20%
reflectance increase with a similar diminution in grain size
and 2.26/am. A mixture of 25% orthopyroxenewith 75%clino[Cloutls et al., 1990].
pyroxene could account for these bands. A 25/75
orthopyroxene/clinopyroxenemixture is indicated by the fact
The variationsin absolutereflectancedue to chang•,sin grain
that both these absorptionbands are of approximately equal size and the variations seen in meteoritic metal measured by
intensity [Cloutls, 1985]. The wavelength positions of the
different investigatorscomparedto the absolutereflectance of
bands, uncorrectedfor metal content, correspondto an orthoAeternitas require that the surface of the asteroid possessa
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significantamountof fine-grained (<45 /xm sized) material.
This of course is at odds with the grain size determination
made earlier, suggesting100-200 /gin sized grains. The grain
size determination based on the 1.8 /zm:l.0

/zm reflectance

ratio (Figure 3) wouldgive highervaluesif clinopyroxene
were
presentbecauseclinopyroxenes
commonlyhave high 1.8/xm:l.0
/gin reflectance ratios. An overestimate of metal abundance

would also result because clinopyroxenestend to have low
reflectances in the region of the 0.7 /gin peak. The reduced
reflectance of the 0.7 /zm peak, due to the presenceof clinopyroxene,tendsto shift the tangentintersectionpoint (Figure
2) toward lower values,corresponding
to higher apparentmetal
contents.

Clinopyroxene+olivine spectraare dominated by the clinopyfoxerie [Cloutis, 1985]. The mathematical construct of
Aeternitas thus provides an upper limit on pyroxene
abundances.Band depth analysissuggeststhat in the region of
band I, the clinopyroxene band is approximately twice as
intense as the olivine. The orthopyroxene band I is
approximately four times as intense as the olivine band I
[Cloutis, 1985].
When factored in with the previously determined 75/25
clinopyroxene/orthopyroxene
ratio and the effect of clinopyroxene on metal content determination,

the most consistent

surfaceassemblage
for Aeternitasis ~55 wt % olivine, ~7%clinopyroxene, ~3% orthopyroxene, and ~35% metal. The
compositionof the olivine appears to be Fa=20_+10. If the
mafic silicates on Aeternitas represent an equilibrium
assemblage, the corresponding pyroxenes would have
compositionsof approximately Fs=15 (orthopyroxene) and
Fs=5 (clinopyroxene).These valuesare well within the range
previously determined using Band II positions. The mineral
abundancesdeterminedby Bell et al. [1984a,b]for Aeternitas
(40% olivine, 0-10% pyroxene, 50-60% metal) are in good
agreement with the current interpretation.
There are no known meteorites with mineral

abundances and

compositionssimilar to that determined for Aeternitas, but the
Eagle Station subgroupof pallasires[Dodd, 1981] are closestin
terms of metal:olivine ratio and olivine composition.As was the
casefor Flora, the pallasiteslack the necessaryamountsof pyroxene required by spectralconsiderations.

SUMMARY

Olivine-metal, orthopyroxene-metal, and olivine-orthopyroxene-metal mixtures each possessunique spectral properties. A
cursory examination of the reflectance spectrum of an
unknown is usually sufficient to identify the spectrallysignificant minerals present. Various spectral parameters which do
not rely on a knowledge of the absolute reflectance can be
used to place severe constraintson assemblagepropertiessuch
as phase abundances,major element chemistriesof the mafic
silicates, and particle sizes. Each of these properties has
important implicationsfor unravellingthe history of the target.
Each type of assemblagemust be deconvolvedin a systematic
manner to obtain the maximum amount of compositionalinformation.

Olivine and olivine-metal assemblages
can be recognizedby
the presence of only one major absorption band near 1 #.m,
and a reflectance minimum between 1.0 and 1.1 •zm.
Systematic aleconvolutionrequires determining the horizontal

tangent intersectionpoint for metal abundance(Figure 2), the
1.8/band I minimum reflectance ratio for olivine grain size
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(Figure 3), and the band I minimum wavelengthpositionfor
olivine iron content (Figure 4). The parametersdeterminedat
each stage are used to correct subsequentcalibrations.
Orthopyroxenes show a much wider range of spectral
properties than olivine. The derived spectral aleconvolution
proceduresare consequentlyof lower accuracy.Orthopyroxene
and orthopyroxene-metal assemblagesare recognized by the
presenceof absorption bands between 0.8-0.95 •tm and 1.6-2.0
•tm, a reflectance maximum between 0.64 and 0.78 •tm, a
horizontal tangent intersectionpoint between 0.9 and 1.1 •tm,
an interband peak between 1.23 and 1.36 •tm, and no slope
break at 1.10-1.15 •m. Systematic aleconvolution involves
determining the band II*/band I* area ratio for metal

abundance(Figure 6), the 0.7 •tm peak/band II minimum
reflectanceratio for metal grain size (Figure 7), the interband
peak:band I minimum reflectance ratio for pyroxene grain size

(Figure 8), and the band minima separationversusband II
minimum wavelengthpositionfor pyroxenechemistry (Figure
10). The parametersdetermined at each stage are used to
correct subsequentcalibration steps.
Olivine-orthopyroxene-metal assemblages show spectral
properties intermediate between the three end-members.
However, not all parameters vary to the same degree, and
these variations can be used to identify, at a minimum, the
spectrally significant phases.Pyroxene is a much more intense
absorber

than

olivine

and hence

tends to dominate

silicate

absorption features. Away from absorption band minima, olivine features such as band broadening, interband maximum
wavelength position, and a slope break at 1.10-1.15 •tm can be
recognized.These features allow someconstraintsto be placed
on the relative abundances of the various minerals.

The presence of clinopyroxene or plagioclase adds an
additional level of complexityto the analysis.As yet, no effective spectral deconvolutiontechniqueshave been developedfor
quaternary mixtures, but merely identifying the presence of
other phasesis often sufficient to permit judiciousapplication
of the calibrations.

Reanalysisof the reflectance spectraof asteroids(8) Flora
(S-class) and (446) Aeternitas (A-class), on the basisof the
laboratory spectra showsthat previousinterpretationsof their
surface assemblagesare largely consistent with the new
analyses. The surface of Flora seems to consist of ~50 wt %
metal, -40 wt % olivine,-10 wt % orthopyroxene,and perhapsa
few weight percent clinopyroxene.The mafic silicatesappear
to be high-iron varieties. The olivine compositionis determined
to be Fa--35+_10, while the orthopyroxene is Fs--•'•+'s A
substantial portion of the surface materials consist of
fine- grained(<45 •tm sized)particles.
The surface of Aeternitas is interpreted to consistof ~35 wt
% metal, -55 wt % olivine, ~7 wt % clinopyroxene,and-3 wt %
orthopyroxene. The mafic silicates appear to be more
magnesium-rich than those on Flora, although the pyroxene
compositions are poorly constrained. The olivine contains
20+_10%Fa, the clinopyroxeneis constrainedto <17 tool % Fs,
and the orthopyroxeneis constrainedto <45 tool % Fs. A significant amount of the surfacematerialsare fine-grained (<45

•tm sizedparticles).The spectraldifferencesbetweenFlora and
Aeternitas can be attributed to differences in particle sizes of
the surface materials, particularly the metal, and to differences
in mafic silicate abundancesand compositions.On the basis of
the derived surface assemblages,neither asteroid is a plausible
parent body for the ordinary chondrites, although both
asteroidsmay have affinities to the pallasires and Flora may
have a surface assemblagesimilar to at least one lodranite.
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